Walking tours are the ideal option for being
together with nature, roaming around freely and
enjoying the environment.
Cappadocia is one of the best hiking areas in the
world as it has a unique geography and a rich
cultural heritage distilled over the ages through
many diverse cultures living side by side.
The ‘fairy’ chimneys that change their colours
according to the time of day, the footpaths
that disappear into the horizon, the blossoms
on the trees, the natural life, and the historic
settlements all make Cappadocia an attractive
destination. Villages that were created from
dwellings carved out of rock combined with
a majestic panorama will enchant visitors.
Unbelievable rock formations and age-old valleys
full of old settlements present visitors with
infinite number of walking opportunities.
Our first stopover is at Güvercinlik (Dovecote)
Valley and Esentepe Hill, which allow the
visitors to enjoy the splendid natural scenery of
the region.
At Güvercinlik Valley there are many irrigation
tunnels dug by hand. The tunnels are wide
and tall enough to allow walkers and horse
riders to pass through them, and on hot days
they act as natural air conditioners. Along the
valley there are unusual giant rock formations
in juxtaposition that look as though they were
sculpted by hand. In fact only the magic hand of
nature gave them their present shape.
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TO ADD TO YOUR
HOLIDAY EXPERIENCE
To enjoy the fairy
chimneys and natural
wonders of Cappadocia
you can horse ride, hike,
take a jeep safari or ride
an ATV (4-wheeled, single
person vehicle), ride a
scooter or bicycle or if you
wish you can enjoy a bird’s
eye view of the magnificent
landscape of Cappadocia
by participating in a hot-air
balloon ride. You can shake off
the day’s stresses by watching
the Sema (whirling dervishes),
folk dancing performances, or
by tasting local wine in rock hewn
discos.
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How did this extraordinary scenery come
about?
The ongoing process that created this
extraordinary natural formation has been taking
place for 60 million years. All that time ago,
during the Tertiary Period, the Taurus Mountains
were pushed up, and as the northern Anatolian
Plate was squeezed, volcanoes started to erupt.
The Erciyes and Hasandağı Mountains as well as
the lesser Göllüdağ Mountain situated between
them also erupted. The lava and ash discharged
by the volcanoes accumulated over the plateau
and formed a soft layer of ‘tuff’. This tuff layer
was then gradually covered by a thinner layer of
lava which was partially composed of hard basalt.
The basalt cracked and broke apart. Rainwater
then leaked in and eroded the softer tuff. The
formation was also assisted by heating and cooling
air as well as wind erosion. In time, hard basalt
rock topped cones completed the formations.
The people of the region found a befitting name
for these formations: ‘fairy chimneys’. The tuff
layer without a basalt top layer eroded
to form steep-sided valleys
and canyons. In time, there
occurred an important
civilization area with the
contribution of man effort.
People settled there 9-10
thousand years ago,
early Christians added
rock-hewn churches
to the area and
safe underground
settlements were
also created.
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Uçhisar Fortress
Uçhisar is about 10 kilometres from the centre
of Nevşehir and looks like a natural fortress.
Dominating the Cappadocian landscape it was
a bastion against the Arab raids during the age
of the Eastern Roman Empire. There is an old
cave in the fortress which was hewn into rock.
There are three entrances to the cave and all of
the ways meet under a large dome. One of the
entrances has a stone gate and behind it there is a
watchman’s room.
Our next stop is the Göreme Open Air
Museum which has played an important role
in the development of Christianity and is
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Before visiting the Göreme Open Air Museum
there are a lot of historic places worth visiting.
Orta Mahalle (Middle District) Church is
situated in the heart of the town. The Yusuf Koç
Church is situated on a private plot 200 metres
north of the rest area near the road junction
from Göreme to Uçhisar. On the same road
you can also visit the Karşı Bucak Chapel and
Durmuş Kadir Church.
If you are heading to the Open Air Museum
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from Avcılar village, walk along the gorge
amid the fairy chimneys and, when you reach
a clearing, follow the gully which is dry in
summers and turn left at the fork. By the way, if
you turn right at the fork, you have a chance to
see the Görkün stream and valley where all the
cone-shaped formations can be seen together.
The route leads you through the El Nazar Valley
to the El Nazar Church. In the valley between El
Nazar and Göreme you can find the Saklı Kilise
(Hidden Church). The Meryem Ana Kilisesi
(Church of Virgin Mary) can also be seen before
visiting the Göreme Open Air Museum. In
the museum you have a chance to visit several
different churches and chapels: Saklı (Hidden)
Church, Kılıçlar Church, St Basil’s Chapel,
St Barbara’s Church, Yılanlı (St. Onuphrius)
Church, St Catherine’s Chapel, and Çarıklı
(Sandal) Church, and the monks’ refectory,
tombs, cellars and larders. In the monasteries
within the museum area the development of
church architecture between the 7th and the
12th centuries can be seen. You can see localstyle figures on the frescoes of the flat bottomed
churches with barrel vaults and with one or three
apses and planned according to central cross
architecture.
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El Nazar Church
El Nazar Church was hewn in a naturally
impressive fairy chimney during the 10th century,
and is famous for its frescoes. These frescoes
depict the biblical scenes of the Annunciation,
the Visitation, the Nativity, Jesus in the Temple,
Baptism, the Raising of Lazarus, Jesus’s entry
into Jerusalem, Crucifixion and Ascension, as
well as portraits of the saints. The drawings
and colours are impressive. The church has a
T-shaped plan and the apses are spanned with
pointed barrel vaults. The main apse of the
church meets other apses at the central space
where the cruciform is shaped. The scenes follow
each other in chronological order and, in this
way, the church presents visitors with a part of
history from the 10th century.
Monastery and Nunnery
The Monastery and Nunnery have an impressive
architecture. The Nunnery is to the left of the
museum’s entrance and is cut into a six to seven
storey rock mass. The levels are connected by
tunnels and ‘millstone doors’ were used to seal
them off in times of danger. The Monastery has
a dining hall, a kitchen and several rooms. The
chapel is on the second level and the church is
on the third. The church has a cruciform plan,
with the central space being covered with a groin
vault sitting on four columns, and three apses.
One of the impressive aspects of the Nunnery’s
church is the fresco of Jesus painted on the rock
face and crimson decorations alongside. The
Monastery was not able to cope with the passage
of time as much as the other monastic buildings.
This historic building lost several passageways
between its levels due to erosion. Nevertheless
some ground floor rooms have been refurbished.
This comparatively worn building still invites
visitors to its mystical world.
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Elmalı Church
One of the most prominent buildings in the
area is the Elmalı (Apple) Church famous for its
frescoes and distinctive with its architecture. Its
construction dates back to the period between
the 11th and 12th centuries. The church has nine
domes on a cruciform plan and three apses. The
main entrance is from the southern face and there
is also a tunnel providing access from the northern
face. The crimson colour of the geometric and
cruciform decorations was applied directly to the
rock face. The striking frescoes depict biblical
scenes such as the Nativity, Jesus’s Baptism, the
Raising of Lazarus, Metamorphosis, Jesus’s Entry
into Jerusalem and The Last Supper.
Karanlık (Dark) Church
The vibrant and well-preserved colours of
its frescoes attract visitors to this church. Its
construction dates from the end of the 11th
century to the early 12th century. It has a cross
plan, the arms of the cross having pointed barrel
vaults opening to a central dome seated on four
pillars. This is quite an unusual architecture
for the period, which makes the church more
attractive. A very small opening in the narthex
provides very limited light; hence the name.
However, the low
levels of sunlight
have helped
frescoes to
preserve their
colours. These
highly valuable
frescoes depict
biblical scenes
such as Deesis, the
Annunciation, the
Nativity, Jesus’s
Baptism, and The
Last Supper.
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Tokalı Church
The complex features of its architecture and
frescoes, and the fact that it is the oldest rock
church in the area, make Tokalı (Buckle)
Church a favourite with visitors. The complex
is formed by four chambers: the Old Church
with its single nave, the New Church, the
Paracclesion under the Old Church, and the
Lower Church. The frescoes depicting Saints,
the Annunciation, the Nativity, Jesus in the
Temple, his Baptism, Crucifixion, descent from
the Cross, Entombment, Myrrh-bearing Women,
and the Ascension add to the aesthetic value of
this glorious church. The New Church has a
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rectangular plan and on its north wall there are
four pillars connected by arches, a corridor behind
the pillars, and after the corridor the main apses
and two side apses. In the nave the cycle of Jesus
is depicted in chronological order in crimson and
blue colours. The dark blue colour is one of the
most important distinguishing features of the
church.
The next stop on our journey is Çavuşin village.
Kızılçukur Valley is full of dreamlike scenery
between Göreme and Çavuşin. The dirt road
passing through the Çavuşin village takes you to
two natural wonders: Güllüdere (Rose Stream) and
Kızılçukur (Red Valley). You can also complete the
route in a half-hour stroll if you follow the road
from the mosque in Çavuşin village. You can also
reach some parts of the valley by car. We advise
you to take a late afternoon stroll when the air is
cooler. The gully is called Güllüdere and was the
domain of ascetic hermits. You can see the rock
hewn seclusion cells of the monks and even today
the area is ideally secluded; you will not hear
anything but birdsong. Twelve churches were cut
into the various rock formations of Güllüdere and
Kızılçukur and all were built around the Church
of St. John the Baptist. All the features suggest that
the early Christians settled there. Kızılçukur has a
very impressive vista especially just before sunset.
The low rays of the sun play on the snaking red
sides of the deep valley. The scenery is really worth
observing and pulls you headlong into nature. The
ever-changing colours enchant visitors with their
splendour. After this tour the next destinations
are the Fairy Chimneys of Paşabağları (Pasha’s
vineyard) and Dervent Valley.
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Paşabağları and Ruins of Zelve
The fairy chimneys are about a kilometre
from the Paşabağları ruins, and are best seen
from there. There is a chapel dedicated to St
Simeon and several rock hewn dwellings. The
Zelve ruins are about two kilometres from the
road from Göreme and Avanos, after passing
Paşabağları. They consist of three valleys and
there is a large cluster of fairy chimneys. Zelve
was one of the most important settlements
and religious centres for Christians during the
period between the 4th and the 13th centuries.
Balıklı (Fish), Üzümlü (Grapes) and Geyikli
(Deer) Churches are the most important
churches in the valley and they pre-date the
iconoclastic period.
The valley was a human settlement until 1952
and there are still many buildings such as
monasteries, churches, dwellings, tunnels,
flour mills and mosques.
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Çavuşin Church
Çavuşin Church, which is about 2.5 kilometres
from Göreme, was built between 964 and 965
AD. It has a single nave plan with three apses,
which are covered with pointed barrel vaults.
The frescoes depict biblical scenes.
We continue our journey by visiting
Kaymaklı (Clotted Cream) and Derinkuyu
(Deep Well) subterranean cities, which are
the most splendid and attractive parts of
Cappadocia.
Afterwards we stop at Soğanlı (Onion) stream.
On the return leg of our journey we stop
for a short while at Sobesos, which is a new
excavation site at Şahin Efendi village, and also
visit Sinasos. The next stop is Ortahisar town.
There are many subterranean cities that were
hewn into the soft tuff rocks of Cappadocia.
The principal ones are Kaymaklı, Derinkuyu,
Özkonak, Mucur, Örentepe, Gümüşkent
(Silver Town) and Tatlarin.
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Kaymaklı Subterranean City
This subterranean city is situated under
Kaymaklı town, which is about 20 kilometres
from Nevşehir. It has eight levels and the first
level represents the history of its earliest period.
During the Roman and Byzantine periods it
was enlarged by digging new levels to form the
subterranean city and today its four levels are
open to visitors.
The city, dug into the tuff rock, has all the
accommodation needed for a community to
live underground temporarily. The chambers
and halls are connected to one another by
narrow corridors and there are wine stores,
water cisterns, kitchens and larders, ventilation
chimneys, wells, a church, and millstone doors
to seal the corridors from inside in case of
attack.
Derinkuyu Subterranean City
Derinkuyu Subterranean City is in Derinkuyu
county, which is 30 kilometres from Nevşehir
on the road from Nevşehir to Niğde. As with
Kaymaklı, all the needs of a sizable community
could be met. The city has eight levels and,
in contrast to Kaymaklı, there is a mission
school, a confessional, a baptismal pool and a
well, which attracts quite a lot of interest from
visitors.
These subterranean cities are unique to the
Cappadocia region and these sorts of cities
cannot be found in any other region.
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Soğanlı
This area is like an open air museum where the rock
churches and caves are side by side with modern
dwellings among trees. It was one of the Christian
centres of Cappadocia after the 4th century AD. There
are about 50 churches and caves. The most important
of all the Soğanlı churches are: The Büyük (Grand)
Church, St Jean’s Church, Yılanlı (Snake) Church, Gök
(Sky) Church, Balıklı (Fish) Church, Karabaş (Black
Head) Church, Tokalı (Buckle) Church and Geyikli
(Deer) Church.
Sobesos Ancient City
Sobesos is situated in Şahinefendi village, which is
along the road from Ürgüp to Soğanlı, 30 kilometres
away from Ürgüp. Excavations have revealed the
meeting hall and bathhouse complex in their full glory.
The meeting hall has a floor space of approximately
400 square metres. One of its rooms has a mosaic
covered floor and another room contains a tomb. The
main hall also has a mosaic floor and plaster walls as
well as pillars. The building is believed to have been
built in the late 4th century or early 5th century.
Mustafapaşa (formerly Sinasos)
Mustafapaşa, which is situated 6 kilometres to the
south of Ürgüp, has been a town where Greeks and
Turks lived together until the dawn of the 20th century.
Historically, it reflects the features of the end of the
19th and the beginning of the 20th century and it has
prominent examples of Greek houses with wonderful
masonry work.
The Gomeda Valley to the west of Mustafapaşa is
geologically similar to the Ihlara Valley. Although on a
smaller scale it has similar features to the Ihlara Valley
such as rock hewn churches, dwellings along the
stream at the base of the valley, and the town
has a rich historic feel with its churches and
monasteries.
The principal churches and monasteries
in Mustafapaşa are Aios Vasilios Church,
Sinasos Church, Alakara Church, Aios
Nichole Monastery, Constantine-Helena
Church, the churches of Monastery
Valley, and St Basil’s Chapel. Also
there is an Ottoman madrasah with
beautiful masonry and woodcarving.
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Pancarlı Church
The Pancarlı (Beetroot) Church is situated to
the south of Ortahisar, in the Pancarlık Valley,
and it has a single nave and a single apse, as
well as a flat ceiling and it was built in the
first half of the 11th century. Well-preserved,
predominantly green coloured frescoes depict
biblical scenes.
After a long journey we arrive at Ihlara.
The town is the starting point for the journey
through the Ihlara Canyon. The canyon follows
the Melendiz stream lined with poplar and
willow trees, which provide an exquisite hiking
route for visitors. Along the route there are
rock hewn churches that cater to the visitors’
spiritual needs. Cappadocia as a whole is very
dry; however, the stream in the canyon has
created a green haven and shows a different
aspect of Cappadocia. On the route you will
have the opportunity to visit the Cathedral at
Selime and Ağzıkarahan.
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Ihlara
As the basalt and andesite lava from Hasandağı
cooled down, the resulting cracks and subsidence
created the Ihlara Canyon (Peristrema). The
canyon took its present day form because of
the erosion by the Melendiz stream, which was
once called Potamus Kapadokus (Cappadocia
River). The valley is 14 kilometres long, starts
from Ihlara and ends in Selime. The valley sides
are about 100 to 150 metres high. There are
numerous dwellings, tombs and churches hewn
into the rock face along the valley. Some of these
dwellings and churches are connected to each
other by tunnels similar to those seen in the
subterranean cities.
Ihlara Valley has served as a suitable place for
seclusion and worship for monks and priests,
and during emergencies such as invasion and
war it was a suitable place for hiding and safety
due to its geological features. The decorations in
the churches in the Ihlara Valley have features
ranging from the 6th to the 13th century.
The churches along the valley can be divided
into two groups. The churches closer to Ihlara
have features overwhelmingly influenced by the
East. Those closer to Belisırma are decorated
with Byzantine frescoes and inscriptions, which
are rare to find in the Ihlara area. In Hagios
Georgios (Kırkdamaltı) Church, which is
about 500 metres from Belisirma, there is an
inscription with the names of Sultan Mesut II
(1282-1305) of the Seljuk Empire as well as the
Emperor Andronikos II of the Byzantine Empire
on a 13th century fresco. This inscription proves
the tolerant administration of the Seljuk Empire.
There are 105 churches within the valley.
Among those open to visitors are Eğritaş
(Inclined Stone) Church, Ağaçaltı (Under
Tree) (Daniel) Church, Sümbüllü (Hyacinth)
Church, Yılanlı (Snake) Church, Kokar (Smelly)
Church, Purenliseki (Calluna Terrace) Church,
Eskibaca (Old Chimney) Church, St George’s
(Kırkdamaltı/Forty Roofs) Church, Direkli
(Pillar) Church and Ala (Red) Church.
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Yılanlı Church
This church is renowned for having the most
interesting frescoes in the region. The Yılanlı
(Snake) Church was built in the late 9th century
and has a cruciform plan and apses spanned
with pointed barrel vaults. There are interesting
tombs of priests in the chapel on the northern
wall. The most interesting feature for visitors is
the snake figures on the frescoes on the western
wall. This gave the church its name. According
to experts, the crime of the first woman,
who was attacked by eight snakes, cannot
be ascertained since the inscription has been
destroyed. The snakes bit the second woman’s
breast because she was not breastfeeding her
child, the third woman’s lips because she was
lying, and the fourth women’s ears because she
was not listening and was disobedient.
St George’s (Kırkdamaltı) Church
The church, built between 1283 and 1295, is
renowned as the highest church in the region.
The striking frescoes of the church are splendid
examples from the period.
As well as scenes from the Bible, the depiction
of Sultan Mesut II of Seljuk Empire is striking.
Güzelyurt Monasteries Valley and Churches
A town of outstanding natural beauty,
Güzelyurt is situated on a huge plain. The
journey starts from the Kızıl (Red) Church,
which has stood for centuries at an altitude
of 1,770 metres. The 5.5 kilometre long
route follows a valley where the rock walls
are between 50 and 150 metres high, and
alongside streams lined with willow trees. The
monasteries in this beautiful setting add visual
splendour to this first-class walking route.
The largest church in Güzelyurt is the Mosque
Church. You can also visit the subterranean city
nearby. The journey along the canyon brings
you to the coastal walkway around the Lake
of Güzelyurt Dam and ends up at the Yüksek
(High) Church.
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Kızıl (Red) Church
This church is in Güzelyurt county, near Sivrihisar
village and on a plain across the Melendiz
Mountains. It was devoted to one of the most
important three saints of Christianity, Gregory of
Nazianzus (330-390), who was buried there.
The church was built of trachyte stone and dates
from the end of the 6th century. It is popularly called
the Red Church because of the colour of the stone
used for its construction.
Monasteries Valley
As the basalt and andesite lava from Hasandağı
cooled down, the resulting cracks and subsidence
created the Monasteries Canyon.
The valley, housing many monasteries and churches,
still shows the remains of early monastic life. The
theologian, St Gregory of Nazianzus (Nenezi –
present day Bekarlar village) settled in Güzelyurt
in the 4th century and played an important role
in spreading Christianity in Anatolia. The early
monastic settlements represent that period. There
are 28 churches in the valley; 17 of them have a
single nave; 7 have double naves; 1 has three naves;
1 has a free cruciform plan; and 2 have a Greek cross
plan. Five of the seven main types of church plan
found in Cappadocia can be seen in the churches of
Güzelyurt.
Numerous churches such as the Grand Church
Mosque, Sivişli Church, Papaz Evi (Priest’s House),
Kalburlu (Sifter) Church, Kömürlü (Coal) Church,
Hacı Saadet Koç Church, Cafarlar Church,
Çömlekçi (Potter) Church and Meryem (Virgin
Mary) Church, as well as the subterranean cities that
are situated along the valley, are from the Byzantine
Period and are open to visitors.
Cappadocia has a unique geography and a rich
cultural heritage where different cultures have lived
side by side throughout history.
The next route of our journey through
Cappadocia is to one of the world’s highest
waterfalls, the Kapuzbaşı Waterfalls that
mesmerize visitors, and Sultan Sazlığı Bird
Sanctuary.
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Kapuzbaşı Waterfalls
The seven-stage waterfalls, the height of each
ranging between 30 and 70 metres, are situated
at a 76 kilometre distance from Yahyalı town.
The waterfalls are fed from the snow and
glaciers of the summit of Aladağ, and are three
kilometres from Yeşilköy. Even on the hottest
summer days visitors are refreshed by the cool
spray of ice-cold water cascading over the edge.
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Sultan Sazlığı Bird Sanctuary
This is a marshy land situated at the centre
of the Develi Plains, 70 kilometres south of
Kayseri (ancient Caesarea Mazaca). It covers
an area ranging between 8 and 13 hectares
depending on the season. The marshy land
sits amid the triangle of Develi-YeşilhisarYahyalı. A great portion is a reed bed. In the
open water areas water lilies and irises can be
found. The smaller lakes between the reed beds
are nesting grounds for waterfowls such as
moorhens, herons, spoonbills and ducks. In the
Sultan Sazlığı Preservation Area two hundred
and twelve bird species have been recorded.
One hundred and ten species are migrating
birds coming to the lake to spend the winter.
Seventy-five species migrate during the summer
months after hatching, while sixteen species are
native and stay the whole year round. Eleven
species can only be observed in the summer
months but it is not known if they hatch in the
area.
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Main and Alternative Routes
Before commencing your walk through the valleys
please obtain information from local people or
obtain assistance from a trustworthy guide. Under
no circumstance should you attempt to carry out
the walks on your own and without the necessary
equipment.
Bağlıdere Valley: The valley starts just north of
Uçhisar town and ends near the village of Çavuşin.
Along its 5 kilometre length the natural geology
and flora of the region can be observed. There are
opportunities to cross to the other valleys and you
can reach both entrances of the valley by car. Breaks
can be taken at Çavuşin, Göreme and Avanos.
As a starting point, the route Uçhisar - Göreme
- Çavuşin can be selected and the walk can be
undertaken in bidirectional ways.
Güvercinlik Valley: Güvercinlik (Dovecote)
Valley starts with Uçhisar in the west, and ends at
Göreme. The route, approximately 4 kilometres
long, provides an insight into the natural geology
and flora of the region for visitors. There are
opportunities to cross to the other valleys and you
can reach both entrances of the valley by car.
Humans used pigeon droppings as fertiliser in
their vineyards and orchards and to obtain a steady
supply they dug dovecotes into the rocks around the
earliest settlements in Uçhisar. The valley, with its
rock hewn dwellings and fairy chimneys in various
colourful combinations, leads you to Göreme,
which
is a suitable spot for a break as it
has several cafés and restaurants.
If you prefer, you can take a
climb to Aydınkırağ to observe
the various rock formations as
well as to enjoy the panoramic
view of Mount Erciyes. The
route follows the Love Valley
(Görkündere), El Nazar Church
and Kılıçlar Valley, and ends at
the Göreme Open Air Museum.
Start points can be either Uçhisar
or Göreme and the route can be
followed in both directions.
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1- Durmuş Kadir Church
2- Karşı Bucak Chapel
3- Yusuf Koç Church
4- Karabulut Church
5- Sarnıç Church
6- Saklı Church
7- El Nazar Church
8- Meryem Ana Church
9- Kılıçlar Church
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Zemi Valley
The valley starts at the lower slopes of Mount
Kermil along the road between Nevşehir
and Ürgüp. Through Görkündere it reaches
Göreme or the Göreme Open Air Museum and
is the most unspoilt valley in the region and
is approximately 6 kilometres long. There are
rock churches (Sarnıç, Karabulut and El Nazar)
along the route, which provide good examples
of the geology and flora of the region. There are
opportunities to cross to the other valleys and
you can reach both entrances of the valley by
car. A break can be taken at Göreme.
Balkan Stream
This route along the stream starts at İbrahim
Paşa village and ends in either Ortahisar or the
Pancarlık Valley, so you can choose either 4 or
8 kilometres routes. There are rock churches
along the route, which provide good examples
of the geology and flora of the region. There are
opportunities to cross to the other valleys and
you can reach both entrances of the valley by
car.
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Meskendir
It is approximately 4 kilometres long and is an
interesting valley reached from the Zindanönü
locality. There are many chapels on the route,
which also takes you to Çavuşin. A rest break
can be taken here and a short visit to the
Çavuşin ruins and Çavuşin Church can also be
made.
The route can be started at either end.
Kızılçukur and Güllüdere Valleys
The valleys start in the Gün Batımı (Sunset)
locality of Ortahisar town and end in Çavuşin.
The routes are either 4 or 6 kilometres long
and the valley provide the best views of the
landscape, geology and flora of the region as
well as rock churches. There are opportunities
to cross to the other valleys and you can reach
both entrances of the valley by car. At sunset
the colours are splendid and either of the
valley can be chosen to view this. If you choose
Kızılçukur, the Üzümlü Church is arrived at
first and then you proceed to Çavuşin. If you
choose Güllüdere always take the right hand
path. At the Sütunlu Church the road forks.
On the Güllüdere 1 route you can find the
Haçlı (Cross) Church, and on the Güllüdere
2 route the Ayvalı (Quince) Church and the
Üç Haçlı (Three Cross) Church can be visited
before you reach Çavuşin. After a break at
Çavuşin, the Çavuşin ruins and Nikoforus
Foras (Çavuşin Church) can be visited.
The start point can be Çavuüin, Ortahisar and
Göreme, and the route can be followed in both
directions.
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Gomeda, Özengi, Pancarlık and
Ortahisar Valleys
The Mustafapaşa route starts in the area called
Gomeda near Ayvalı village, and ends in nearby
Ürgüp. Its length is almost 7 kilometres. The
valleys provide good views of the landscape,
the geology and flora of the region as well as
rock churches. There are opportunities to cross
to the other valleys and you can reach both
entrances of the valley by car.
After visiting Mustafapaşa the dirt road splits
from the Ayvalı road at the public fountain.
The road leads to the Gomeda Valley. St Basil
Church in the valley is the first stop and
then the route follows the stream. The valley
is very quiet and your walk with nature is
accompanied by birdsong. There are ample
opportunities to see numerous rock hewn
dovecotes. The route continues through the
Özengi (Stirrup) Valley where you can find
several chapels. The Özengi Spring is a suitable
spot for a break and a picnic. The route
then reaches Kepez Church and Pancarlık
Monastery. At the end of the walk you can
return to Ürgüp or Ortahisar.
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Çat Valley
The route starts from Çat town and reaches the
Fırınasma Valley, or can be followed from the
opposite direciton. If you prefer, you can take a
U-shaped route, which brings you to the Açıksaray
ruins. Depending on your choice it is either a 4 or
7 kilometre route. The valley provides a good view
of the geology and flora of the region. There are
opportunities to cross to the other valleys and you
can reach both entrances of the valley by car.
The valley is decorated with numerous dovecotes
and it is one of the most picturesque valleys in the
region. If you book in advance you can be invited
to one of the villager’s homes to sample the local
food. You can also visit the Açıksaray ruins to see
the strange geological formations as well as the
mushroom-shaped rocks. At the end of the route
you can continue in the direction of Gülşehir to
visit the St Jean (Karşı) Church and the Gülşehir
Karavezir (Black Vizier) Mosque.
Açıksaray Ruins
The ruins are about 3 kilometres from Gülşehir.
Several spaces and churches hewn into the tuff
rocks form these important ruins. They were hewn
between the 9th and the 10th centuries. There is a
mushroom-shaped fairy chimney that cannot be
found anywhere else in Cappadocia.
St. Jean Church
The church, famous for its splendid frescoes and
two-level structure, is in the centre of Gülşehir
town. On the lower level are wine stores, water
channels and tombs, and on the upper level there
is an area for worship. The life of Jesus and other
biblical scenes are depicted on friezes. Yellow and
ochre colours over a black background are used
abundantly. The depiction of the Last Judgement on
the church’s frescoes is quite rare in the Cappadocia
region, and visitors find it very impressive.
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Soğanlı Valley
The Soğanlı Valley may be entered from the road
between Ürgüp and Mustafapaşa, and leads to
Soğanlı village through marvellous rock formations.
The Karabaş Church, Church of Virgin Mary,
and Kubbeli (Dome) Church, which has a unique
structure, are situated in the village square and after
visiting them the route takes you to old Soğanlı
village. There are many churches and chapels in
the village; Tahtalı (St. Barbara) Church is one of
them. After visiting the church the route brings you
back to the village again. The famous Soğanlı rug
dolls, hand crafted by the village women, may be
purchased at one of the stands, and there are cosy
restaurants providing local foods.
This route requires transport by vehicle. To reach the
Soğanlı Valley take the road between Kayseri, Niğde
and Nevşehir.
Ihlara Valley
After arriving in Ihlara town by motor transport,
you reach the 14 kilometre-long valley by climbing
approximately 400 steps from the entrance of the
museum. The route then proceeds downstream. The
very steep sides of the valley have many churches
and chapels. Kokar (Smelly) Church, Ağaçaltı
(Under tree) Church, Yılanlı (Snake) Church,
Sümbüllü (Hyacinth) Church, Direkli (Pillar)
Church and Ala (Red) Church are the principal
ones. The valley has rich fauna and flora. For a rest
break generally the restaurants in Belisirma are
preferred. After lunch the walk continues to the end
of the valley where worth-seeing Yaprakhisar and
Selimiye villages are located.
On the return leg you can make a stop at the crater
lake and, if it is the season, you can enjoy a swim
there.
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Alternative longer trekking routes:
Hodul Mountain (1,950 m)
The route starts at Yeşilöz village in Ürgüp
and ends at the ancient city of Sobesos near
Şahinefendi. It is approximately 10 to 12
kilometres long. The highlights of the trek are
the tumuli, Sobesos and a panoramic view of the
Erciyes Mountain. The route provides glimpses of
the nature, geology and flora of the region. There
are opportunities to cross to the other valleys and
you can reach both ends of the route by vehicle.
Hırka Mountain (1,700 m)
The route starts from Hırkatepesidelik village
in Hacıbektaş, and ends at Eski Yaylacık village
in Gülşehir. Its length is approximately 10
kilometres and it provides a unique panorama
of Kızılırmak (the ancient Halys River) in its
natural splendour. You can reach both ends of
the route by car.
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Ascent to Hasandağı and Erciyes Mountains
These two great volcanoes have had a huge
impact on the geographical structure of
Cappadocia. Hasandağı is 3,267 metres and
Erciyes is 3,912 metres high. Both summits
can be climbed in two days with an overnight
bivouac. Depending on the season ice axes and
crampons may be needed for the ascent.
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Aladağ Mountains
The Aladağ Mountains are situated in the
triangle formed by Niğde, Kayseri and Adana
provinces, and are renowned for high, difficult
to climb summits. Nevertheless, climbing to
these summits is possible. Traversing from
one summit to others over the mountain
passes is possible; however, overnight bivouac
is necessary. You can also camp in one of the
valleys and take daily hikes.
(The hike to the summit takes almost 5 hours and
the difference in altitude is approximately 50 metres.
The descent is also approximately 50 metres.)
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Alternative Tour Routes
1st Day: Zindanönü-Meskendir StreamÇavuşin
The vehicle that brings you to the start
point of the tour departs in order to pick
you up at the end of the tour. When you
are ready start descending to Zindanönü
Valley. Follow Meskendir Stream, enjoying
the fairy chimneys, valleys, and dovecotes
made by humans. The route brings you
to a cave dwelling just before reaching the
Kızılçukur Valley. After a short break there
is a short ascent followed by a descent to
reach the Kızılçukur Valley, where you have
the chance to see a dovecote from inside.
At about lunch time you reach
Güllüdere Valley, where you
enjoy a ready made lunch at the
picnic site. After lunch, your
route follows the Kılıçlar Valley
to reach the vehicle waiting to
take you to Göreme Open Air
Museum. There you can visit
the Byzantine churches and
chapels. Your tour ends with
a tea break at the car park and
you return to your hotel.
(The hike takes approximately
5 hours. Descent and ascent are
approximately equal to
50 metres.)
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2nd Day: Boztepe-Zelve Stream-PaşabağıÇavuşin-Avanos
You look over what you have seen on the first
day at valley level. The vehicle takes you to
the start point of the route. The hike starts
with an ascent to Boztepe. During the ages
when volcanoes were active in Cappadocia
and almost everything was underwater, this
hill was above water like an island. Your hike
continues to an altitude of 1,340 metres and
descends to Zelve Stream. The route then takes
you to Paşabağı. Here, you can visit some
of the carved fairy chimneys and then your
hike continues to Çavuşin, where you have a
lunch prepared from local foods. During the
afternoon you can visit the local handicraft
workshops.
(The hike takes approximately 3.5 hours. Ascent is
150 metres and descent is 80 metres.)
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3rd Day: Derinkuyu Subterranean City–
Ihlara Valley
First you arrive at the town where the
subterranean cities are. These subterranean cities
were found by chance; how the cities carved and
how they were used are very interesting stories.
We advise you to visit the most magnificent one
that gave its name to the county: Derinkuyu
(Deep Well). Your route continues to the
provincial boundary of Aksaray. Ihlara Valley
has a typical canyon feel and was formed by
two processes. The lava flow from Hasandağı
Mountain formed a hard surface and this was
gradually carved into a canyon of up to 100
metres depth by the strong flood streams fed
from the Melendiz Mountains. The stream
passing through the canyon is also called
Melendiz. The greenery alongside the stream
is breathtaking. At about lunch time you
reach Belisırma village, where you can enjoy
your lunch beside the stream. After lunch you
continue your walk to Yaprakhisar village at the
end of the route. There you have a tea break and
then return to your hotel.
(The hike takes approximately 4 hours. Ascent is 30
metres and descent is 30 metres.)
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4th Day: Çat Valley
The route takes you to a valley which is right in
the middle of Cappadocia but remains relatively
unknown. Çat Valley has rock formations quite
different from other valleys. Here you can see different
hewn fairy chimneys as well as dovecotes. Çat is a very
small town and there is no restaurant so you may have
a famous pot of beans in one of the villager’s houses!
Your day ends enjoying the panorama of Cappadocia
from the top of Uçhisar Fortress.
(The hike takes approximately 4 hours. Ascent is 80 metres
and descent is 50 metres.)
5th Day: Kapuzbaşı Cascades
You arrive at Derebağ Waterfalls by vehicle and after a
short stroll the route takes you along the north bank
of Zamantı Stream to Zebil Waterfalls. We advise you
to have a look at the unique panorama here. You can
also walk to Yeşilköy Waterfalls and visit naturally
formed Yerköprü (Earth Bridge). After a short break
the route takes you to the highest waterfall of Turkey,
the Cascades of Kapuzbaşı. After lunch (barbecued
lamb or trout) at the waterfalls you have an hourlong hike to Kardelen Waterfall to absorb the natural
beauty. On your return journey the landscape of
Zamantı Canyon accompanies you back to your
hotel.
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Equipment For Walkers
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We have prepared a checklist of
equipment for you to take with
you on your journey. All of the
equipment may not be required all
the time. However, it is advisable to have
the following with you:
Hiking boots (that cover your ankles)
Rucksack • Water bottle (at least 1 litre) • Raincoat
• Spare set of clothes • Spare socks • Umbrella and
hat
• Suncream • Sunglasses • Paper tissues
• Wet wipes • First Aid kit • Whistle • Knife (or
multi-purpose penknife) • Head lamp or torch •
Binoculars
• Camera, film, batteries • Toilet paper
Extra Clothing
Weather conditions can change quite
rapidly when you are on the trek.
Therefore, carrying spare clothes
in your rucksack is always very
important. In case you are
lost these extra garments
will help you to spend
the night outside. A
woolly or polar hat is
very light but it can
prevent excessive
heat loss during a
cold night. When
your socks are
wet, a spare pair
will mean a lot.
A windcheater or
raincoat can literally
be a life saver.
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First Aid Kit
Ready-made first aid kits for nature use are
generally more comprehensive than any kit
you prepare yourself. However, even if you
purchase a ready-to-go kit, you should still
make sure it caters for your needs.
Shopping
There are many retail centres in the region that
supply local handicrafts, pottery, onyx, semiprecious stones, carpets and kilims as well as
high quality local wines which will remind you
of Cappadocia when you return home.
Transport
Aksaray: There are road connections from
every major city.
Kayseri: Air, road and train connections are
available to reach Kayseri.
Kırşehir: There are road connections to
Kırşehir from every major city.
Nevşehir: There are road connections to
Nevşehir from every major city.
Niğde: There are road connections
to Niğde from every major city.
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Local Cuisine
Throughout your journey in Cappadocia you will enjoy the
local foods that accompany the unique natural, historic and
cultural heritage of the region.
Every beautiful day starts with a good breakfast where you
have the chance to sample various offerings. A hot bazlama
(gözleme) (thin, flat bread baked over a hot plate) served
with local butter, honey, dried yoghurt, free-range eggs fried
in butter, sucuk (hot, spicy sausages) or pastrami (dried
meat with a spicy coating), local cheese accompanied by a
glass of refreshing orange juice or local boiled and sweetened
fruit juices will provide a good start to the day. Various jams
as well as dried apricots and raisins provide enough energy
for the coming rigours of the day.
Dinners will provide lots of different tastes. Tender meat
slowly baked in tandır (traditional wood burning ovens),
hot or cold soups of bulgur (cracked wheat), and çömlek
fasulye (dried haricot beans and chopped meat braised
in pots) will linger on your taste buds for a long time. In
addition, Cappadocia offers yaprak sarması (stuffed vine
leaves), patates salatası (potato salad), dolma mantı (raviolistyle minced meat parcels), sulu köfte (boiled meatballs in a
tomato sauce), bamya (okra) and many other tastes.
Un helvası (flour fried in butter with sugar), fırında sütlaç
(rice pudding with a caramelized top), zerdali yahnisi
(braised chopped meat with apricot and grape molasses),
bulama (dried grape molasses), aşure (dessert made of boiled
grains, beans, nuts and raisins), irmik tatlısı (semolina
pudding) and hoşaf (fruit compote) will
also cater for your desire.
Following dinner you can enjoy a Turkish
coffee, smoke a nargile (water pipe) and
listen to the birdsong or classical Turkish
music.
Turkish coffee, smoke a nargile (water
pipe) and listen to the birdsong or
classical Turkish music.
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Provincial Directorates of Culture and
Tourism
AKSARAY Taşpazar Mah., Kadıoğlu Sok.,No:1,
Tel: (+90 382) 212 46 88-213 24
74 - (Info.) Taşpazar Mah., Kadıoğlu
Sok., No : 1,
Tel : (+90 382) 213 24 74,
Fax : (+90 382) 212 35 63
iktm68@kultur.gov.tr,
www.aksaraykulturturizm.gov.tr
Güzelyurt Güzelyurt İlçesi, Çarşı Merkezi,
Tel : (+90 382) 451 24 98
Ihlara
Ihlara Kasabası, Vadibaşı Girişi,
Tel : (+90 382) 453 74 82
KAYSERİ Kültür Merkezi, Seyit Gazi Mah.,
Ahmet Yesevi Bulv., No : 42,
Tel : (+90 352) 222 03 63-222 08 98,
Fax: (+90 352) 232 25 81
info@kayserikultur.gov.tr, www.
kayserikultur.gov.tr
- (Info.) Cumhuriyet Meydanı,
Zeynel Abidin Türbesi Yanı,
Melikgazi
Tel : (+90 352) 222 39 03
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KIRŞEHİR
Ahi Evran Mah., Ahi Evran
Cad., No : 10,
Tel : (+90 386) 213 44 43
Fax : (+90 386) 212 32 95
NEVŞEHİR
Yeni Kayseri Cad., No : 14,
Tel : (+90 384) 213 42 60,
Fax : (+90 384) 213 70 45
iktm50@kulturturizm.gov.tr, www.
nevsehirkulturturizm.gov.tr
Avanos Tel : (+90 384) 511 43 60,
Fax : (+90 384) 511 43 60
Hacıbektaş
Tel : (+90 384) 441 36 87,
Fax : (+90 384) 441 33 94
Ürgüp
Atatürk Cad., Park İçi No : 37,
Tel : (+90 384) 341 40 59,
Fax : (+90 384) 341 40 59
NİĞDE Bor Cad., Kültür Merkezi Binası
Tel : (+90 388) 232 33 93-94,
Fax : (+90 388) 232 00 58
nigdekultur@ttnet.net.tr
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Cultural Heritage is Fragile
The world’s cultural heritage is like a big
puzzle. Each monument, each object, is
an irreplaceable part of the overall picture
which gives us insight into our origins, our
development and our lives today. It helps us
to understand and appreciate other cultures.
Each discovery, each new interpretation adds
to the puzzle and makes the picture clearer. We
must ensure the protection of every single piece
today, so that future generations may have the
opportunities to enjoy the puzzle.
Many people are not aware that our cultural
heritage is under stress from natural disasters
such as earthquakes and floods, and from
slower acting processes such as pollution
or human actions. Even the most innocent
gestures such as collecting ancient pieces
of pottery or mosaics as souvenirs have a
destructive impact if repeated by thousands.
Touching an object of stone, metal or textile
leaves traces of grease, acid or sweat on its
surface. Climbing a monument wears down
the structure underneath and can dismantle it.
Writing or engraving names inflicts permanent
damage. Strolling around narrow crowded
places with bulky bags or backpacks might
knock over an object or scratch a mural
painting and ruin it. There are countless ways
in which one can unknowingly contribute to
the destruction of cultural heritage.
In 2020 there will be 1.6 billion visitors per
year worldwide. Let us raise awareness of this
issue so that we may join together to protect
and enjoy the diversity and richness of our
cultural heritage.
International Organization for Conservation
of Cultural Heritage (ICCROM)
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